Introduction
The total solar eclipse of July 22, 2009 was the longest that of the 21st century, many astronomy shows were held in Asia. To transmit this valuable moment to a distant area with enough liveliness, we considered a mechanism how to transmit. Only that transmits the image of the corona or the diamond ring which the moon lines up with the sun like existing methods, it is difficult to say that we can transmit a total solar eclipse perfectly. In this research, we succeeded in transmitting not only the image of the sun but also the image of the whole sky all with an atmosphere.
Especially we executed not an existing HD (High Definition) (1920x1080 pixels) resolution transmission but more high definition 4K (3840x2160 pixels) resolution transmission to transmit the total solar eclipse with the liveliness of it as far as possible. It is attached the fish-eye lens to a camera of which it can take pictures in the resolution of 4K and then transmitted the uncompressed high definition video data over the Internet. So we could guarantee an enough satisfactory resolution that the part of the whole sky was displayed on a circle of 2160 pixels by using 4K.
Exposition
To transmit the image of the whole sky, we designed an image transmission topology to copy the hemisphere all of the empty part on one image for attaching the fish-eye lens to the 4K camera ( Fig.1) . By the way, recent digital planetarium often adopts this technique. The valid resolution pixels depend on the number of pixels of the short side of the image because of the image of whole sky by using fish-eye is shown as the circle. For example when it is displayed on HD, the diameter is shown the circle of 1080 pixels. That is, because we can't still get satisfactory resolution, we applied 4K as a desirable resolution with the liveliness. 4K resolution is adopted as the video standard for digital cinema by DCI (Digital Cinema Initiative), there are a number of activities to develop 4K projection systems. That data ratio is four times compared with original. With the expertise in the high data rate streaming and uncompressed transmission, however because of exclusive materials are necessary like the special camera or projector for 4K, it doesn't still become a standard. In this experimentation, we built an experiment network topology and tried a live transmission in real time from Asahi Broadcasting Corporation(ABC) to Nara Institute of Science and Technology(NAIST) on Internet. This experiment was the first trial to transmit both uncompressed 4K and HD on Internet, and this bandwidth reached 8Gbps. Main reason that we consider about the transmission which consumes an huge bandwidth are following two, one is an occurrence of the delay (180ms x2) along with the compression which can't be ignored, and another is an occurrence of the compression noise on 4K.
ABC collected each of the eclipse videos from three organizations and then re-transmitted. Especially they ordered around the most of IP network to transmit each of following data. (I) 4K of the whole sky and HD from Amami-Oshima by National Institute of Information and Communications Technology(NICT). (II) HD video of the panoramic view from Iwo-jima by National Astronomical Observatory of Japan(NAOJ), Japan Broadcasting Corporation(NHK), and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency(JAXA). (III) Each of two HD videos from China(Uhan and Shanghai) by Keio university. In NAIST, we changed each of images according to the live conditions of the total solar eclipse which happens in from the west to the east. Both of 4K of the whole sky and HD of panoramic view were transmitted with the uncompressed transmission, and then were projected it to both 200inch screen and 65inch LCDs (Fig.2) . So we succeeded in transmitting and projecting the image with providing the liveliness that a total solar eclipse happening in front of one's eyes without disturbing or losing an image and being interrupted. 
Conclusion
Our goal is to execute the astronomy show for total solar eclipse with enough liveliness. In this research we focused on 4K and actually transmitted it in real time on the Internet and we got many popularity of favorable reputation from about 250 viewers.
